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`REAL` SUPERMAN
By Mark Wolf, Scripps-Howard News Service
CHICAGO TRIBUNE

OCTOBER 7, 1989

orget Batman.

Forget the Christopher Reeve incarnation of Superman.

To those of us from the first generation of television, there`s only one true crime-fighting superhero:

George Reeves as Superman.

Throughout the 104 episodes of ''The Adventures of Superman'' TV series filmed from 1951-57, Reeves fought a

never-ending battle for truth, justice and the American way.

He was the first mass-media superhero and his exploits prompted countless youngsters to pull a pair of red

shorts over their blue pants and don dad`s bathrobe for a cape. (There`s even a contemporary spinoff of the

saga,

''Superboy,'' which begins its second season at 4:30 p.m. Saturday on WPWR-Ch. 50.)

And, 30 years before this year of Bat-mania, Superman died.

School yards buzzed with the news. It may have been the first time many youngsters read an entire newspaper

story. George Reeves was dead. How could it be? Kryptonite bullets?

The official story is that Reeves shot himself to death with a German Luger pistol on June 16, 1959, because he

was despondent over being typecast as the Man of Steel, and because of troubles with an ex-girlfriend. He was

45. Reeves` death became part of Hollywood lore, but some doubts always lingered. James Nolt, an elementary

school teacher in Ephrata, Pa., has doubts.

He founded the George Reeves Memorial Fund to keep the memory of Reeves alive and to solve what many

believe is the mystery of his death.

''We`re trying to figure out why there are so many conflicting reports,'' Nolt said. ''The police say it was a classic

suicide, but the Nick Harris Detective Agency (hired by Reeves` mother) said there were no powder burns on

George; the gun had no fingerprints, and the angle of the wound wouldn`t indicate suicide. It`s the detective`s

belief that it was murder, but the police have refused to reopen the case.''

The press of the day reported that Reeves and two houseguests, writer Robert Condon and Lenore Lemmon,

who said she was engaged to Reeves, had gone to bed when two other friends stopped by. Reeves resented thePrivacy  - Terms
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late-night visit, quarreled with the two visitors, went to his bedroom, undressed and shot himself through his

right temple.

''He wasn`t despondent, according to his manager, Art Wiseman,'' Nolt said. ''He was getting ready to do

another 26 Superman episodes and was going to direct some. Wiseman said (Reeves) had no intention of

marrying Lenore Lemmon.''

Nolt, 43, has been a Reeves fan since he was 7 and has worked on the project in earnest since 1976. He has met

and become friends with many of the principals in the old series, including producer Whitney Ellsworth and

actors Jack Larson (Jimmy Olson) and Noel Neill (Lois Lane), and publishes ''The Adventure Continues,'' an

occasional publication devoted to the Superman TV series.

Through ads in collectors` magazines, his group raised $1,700 for a full- page tribute to Reeves earlier this year

and donated several hundred more dollars to Reeves` favorite charity, the Myasthenia Gravis Foundation.
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